
NUT BOLT MANUFACTURING BUSINESS PLAN

Nuts bolts making business considered as light engineering product manufacturing. nuts bolts making business
opportunity also demands strategic planning.

Databases: Before you begin, pay close attention to the words used in the description of this section from the
"The Nuts and Bolts of Business Plans. Operations Plan The operations section outlines how you will run your
business and deliver value to your customers. In the case of bolts the straightened MS rounds are pickled in
acid, washed and drawn. The hot process involves cutting and shaping bars of metal. Overall Schedule A
graphical schedule that shows the timing and interrelationship of the major events necessary to launch the
venture and realize its objectives is an essential part of a business plan. The major investment goes into fixed
assets such as the different machines needed for the manufacturing process. The underlying operating costs
and each conversion cycle of the business, the value chain, and so forth, need to make sense in terms of the
opportunity and strategies planned. A great idea is meaningless if you cannot find customers. You need
aggressive marketing to build a good customer base. The marketing plan needs to provide detail on the overall
marketing strategy that will exploit the opportunity and your competitive advantages. Major equipment
includes the head trimming machine, power press and bull block wire drawing machine. Try to negotiate a
fixed rate and long term loans. The bolt and nut manufacturing business is capital intensive. Lease a suitable
factory in a good accessible location. Sourcing Raw Materials to Make Nuts and Bolts There are different raw
materials that go into the manufacture of bolts and nuts. The following reference books will help you draft this
section. The municipal authority in your locality should issue your company a trade and manufacture license.
Include a discussion of sales and service policies, pricing, distribution, promotion and advertising strategies,
and sales projections. Approach a merchant or commercial bank in your area for loans. Books: There are a
number of books available via SU Libraries' catalog system aka: Classic Catalog on marketing strategy. Others
are the double stroke forging machine, thread rolling machine, straightening machine and the steel polish
barrel. How will you make sales actually happen? Conducting a "keyword combined" search on marketing and
strategy is recommended. You need lots of funding to buy equipment and raw material. Every country has an
organization with the statutory duty of company incorporation. Plan your time accordingly, gathering the
amount of information that this assignment requires can be time consuming. The marketing plan needs to
describe what is to be done, how it will be done, when it will be done, and who will do it. Other expenditure is
long lease agreements on factory and machine operator wages. It should convince the reader that your product
or service a will have a substantial market in a growing industry; and b can achieve sales in the face of
competition. You need to present indications of commitment, such as the willingness of team members to
initially accept modest salaries, and of the existence of the proper balance of technical, managerial, and
business skills and experience in doing what is proposed. Consult industry publications, articles in trade
magazines and trade associations to understand how the industry defines, identifies and segments its
customers. Register Register your business with the Corporate Affairs Commission in your country. Capture
all the parameters in a business plan and feasibility study. Yet most entrepreneurs seem to have great difficulty
preparing and presenting market research and analyses that show that their ventures' sales estimates are sound
and attainable. You will need to use both the print and electronic resources highlighted in this guide. The
resources are put together to follow the type of information you are looking for, highlighting both our online
and print collections. Some of the raw materials are aluminum, copper and steel. O35 V. Learn the
manufacturing process and hire a consultant conversant in the production process. Note that design and
development costs are often underestimated.


